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“To live a feminist life is to make everything into something that 
is questionable.”

— Sara Ahmed, Living a Feminist Life

“We see what they did not want us to write down.”
— Morgan Lloyd Malcolm, Emilia

“Every piece of this is man’s bullshit. They call this war ‘a cloud 
over the land’ but they made the weather and then they stand in 
the rain and say, ‘Shit, it’s rainin’!’”

— Ruby Thewes, in Cold Mountain
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Chapter 1

What the F*ck?

As a trained, tenured scholar in the humanities, let me tell you, 
“What the f *ck?” is the underlying research question to much 
excellent scholarship.

— Carly Kocurek (@sparklebliss), Twitter, June 13, 2019

Known colloquially as “Stampede City,” Calgary’s national and inter-
national identity is inextricably tied to its annual Stampede. Ranked 

among the top ten most “unique festivals in Canada you won’t want 
to miss” by USA Today (Whiting 2017) and as an “officially curated” 
Signature Experience by Destination Canada (n.d.), the Calgary Stampede 
is Canada’s oldest and largest festival celebrating the mythical Wild West 
of the late nineteenth century. Held for ten days at the beginning of 
every July, its mission since its origins in 1912 has been to “preserve and 
promote our western heritage, cultures and community spirit” (Calgary 
Stampede n.d., “About Us”). This self-proclaimed “greatest outdoor show 
on Earth” draws upwards of a million people each year and features an 
opening-day parade, a vibrant carnival midway, stage shows by world-
class performers, agricultural exhibits and competitions, premier rodeo 
events, a marketplace, corporate trade shows, and First Nations cultural 
programming. For the dozens of multinational oil and gas extraction cor-
porations headquartered in Calgary (think: Shell, Husky, Exxon, Imperial 
Oil, and Kinder Morgan [Calgary Economic Development 2019]), the 
event offers an annual opportunity to host investors, partners, and other 
elite stakeholders at exclusive Wild West–themed block parties. And 
for many adult Stampede goers, their experience wouldn’t be complete 
without letting off some steam at nearby pubs, casinos, and dance halls, 
which are open in Calgary’s downtown core each night, long after the 
lights go out at Stampede Park.
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2 Stampede

Indeed, there’s a general recognition on the streets of Calgary that the 
annual Stampede is a ten-day excuse for reckless and extravagant revelry. 
According to one reviewer on Yelp.com, a social networking website offer-
ing reviews of local restaurants and events, the annual Stampede is a “wild 
western orgy disguised as a rodeo” (Laine H., October 3, 2011). And if 
the Calgary Police Service, divorce lawyers, and local health clinics are 
to be believed, that reviewer may have a point: divorce rates and condom 
sales increase during the Stampede, and traffic at sexual and reproductive 
health clinics is markedly heavier as women go in search of emergency 
contraception. The Winnipeg Free Press says that “the influx of money and 
visitors [to Calgary during the Stampede] … leads to a dramatic jump 
in the number of prostitutes” working the city, as well as increases in the 
number of divorces (Alberta Divorce Finances 2019) and in sti testing 
rates (Graveland and Montgomery 2009), thus substantiating the claim 
by the Vancouver Sun that the annual Stampede is Calgary’s “unofficial 
season of sexually transmitted infections” (Waters 2007).

Precisely because of its seedy underside or, more accurately, the con-
sequences of it, it is long past time for a serious look at who benefits and 
who doesn’t from the Calgary Stampede. This book aims to contribute to 
that project and to offer a starting place for others to do so, as well. The 
idea — long circulated by (most) Stampede scholars, a boosterist main-
stream news media, and the Calgary Stampede organization itself — that 
what’s best for the Calgary Stampede is best for all of us is neither materi-
ally accurate nor culturally relevant to understanding the influence the 
event and its parent organization have on the streets of Calgary. I argue 
in the chapters that follow that the Calgary Stampede is, at its core, a 
misogynistic, white supremacist institution that is both product and active 
purveyor of Canada’s ongoing settler colonial project. As such, it plays a 
large role in creating the social, cultural, and political circumstances that, 
year after year, make Calgary among the worst urban places in Canada 
to live if you’re a woman (Scott 2019). 

My first-ever visit to this quintessential Calgarian event was in 2010, the 
year after I moved to Calgary to start my job at Mount Royal University. 
Although I’d heard little bits and snippets about it from my colleagues 
and students — some positive and some negative — I didn’t know even 
half of all I’ve just told you before I got off the C-train and wandered into 
Stampede Park. But I wasn’t on the grounds ten minutes before a whole 
host of warning bells went off in my feminist scholar-activist brain.
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What the F*ck? 3 

Most immediately, I noticed the conventional, heteronormative gen-
der roles on display: rodeo cowboys and their cowgirl partners were 
everywhere, and it seemed to me that most experiences and activities on 
offer catered largely to men. This suggested to me, first, that the annual 
Stampede may well be a primary way that locals and tourists alike learn 
how to do gender “properly,” according to the sex/gender binary (i.e., a 
dichotomous and hierarchical system that categorizes people into just 
two biological sexes, male and female, that are assumed to match only 
two acceptable gender identities, man/masculine and woman/feminine), 
a hunch that has since been confirmed by the excellent work of historian 
Mary-Ellen Kelm (2009) and Canadian cultural studies scholar Tamara 
Seiler (2008). Relatedly, I wondered if the Calgary Stampede could well be 
both a cause and symptom of what I had begun to suspect might be the 
poor social and economic status of women here. This, too, has since been 
confirmed year after year by the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives, 
and I’ll have more to say about it in the next chapter. Third, I suspected 
that, because of what appeared to be the event’s adherence to this rigid 
colonial system of doing gender, the annual Stampede may not be a par-
ticularly welcoming environment for not only the lgbtq2s+ community, 
but also for anyone who doesn’t, can’t, and/or won’t conform to “proper” 
notions of masculinity and femininity as defined and prescribed by the 
Stampede. This hunch, too, has been confirmed, and I discuss how and 
why in Chapters 2 and 5.

I also noticed that the overwhelming majority of Stampede goers 
appeared to be white (i.e., of European descent), which made me wonder 
about whose stories the Stampede is telling and why, particularly given the 
existence of what was then called the “Indian Village” and is now, renamed 
in 2019, Elbow River Camp. I unpack the complex roles and representa-
tions of Indigenous peoples at the Calgary Stampede in Chapters 3 and 4. 

Finally, as I walked around Stampede Park and along the adjacent city 
streets during my first-ever visit to Calgary’s annual festival that ushers 
summer onto this land where the prairie meets the foothills, it was hard 
not to notice that the booze-fuelled party atmosphere, facilitated and 
encouraged by the overwhelming ubiquity of bars and beer gardens both 
in and around Stampede Park, became markedly less socially inhibited as 
afternoon turned into evening. I began to suspect that, like similar events 
the world over, such as Mardi Gras in New Orleans, Carnival in Rio de 
Janeiro, and Oktoberfest in Munich, the annual Calgary Stampede may 
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4 Stampede

well be a sex tourist destination. Sex tourism, which I discuss further in 
Chapter 5, is a highly lucrative and growing sector of the global tourism 
industry in which a primary purpose for travel is to engage in sex and 
sex-related activities (most of which are consensual, some of which are 
not), and my first impression of Calgary’s annual ten-day festival was that 
it seemed to have many of the proper ingredients to be wildly popular with 
folks looking for and/or offering casual hook-ups: an established popular 
tourist event, a celebration of conventional, heteronormative gender roles, 
heavy drinking, lots of people (particularly men) with money to burn 
and in search of novel recreation and entertainment, and a temporary 
carnivalesque atmosphere that brings unlikely groups of people together 
and encourages atypical, even eccentric, behaviour that gets legitimized 
precisely because the opportunity to behave in such ways is fleeting 
(Pielichaty 2015). Development studies scholars have increasingly pointed 
to tourism as a key catalyst of the global sex industry (for example, see 
Kempadoo 1999 and Bauer, Chon, and Mckercher 2003), and scholars 
working in the area of critical tourism studies have demonstrated that the 
festival atmosphere generated around events like the Calgary Stampede 
often contributes to the reification of rape culture (e.g., an environment 
in which sexualized violence is normalized or trivialized, and victims are 
blamed for their assault), thus dramatically increasing rates of gender-
based sexualized violence (Platt and Finkel 2020). I say more about this 
in Chapters 2 and 5.

These were my first impressions of, and the most urgent questions 
I had about, my new hometown’s wildly popular annual celebration of 
western heritage, cultures, and community spirit. And because my femi-
nist scholar-activist brain immediately suspected that our city’s beloved 
Stampede may well be a cultural text that both causes and promotes the 
misogyny, heteronormativity, and white supremacy inherent in settler 
colonialism, I couldn’t help but wonder how it is that this event has taken 
on such power and prestige in our city.

In other words, I asked, not without the eye-rolling frustration of a 
feminist killjoy (Ahmed 2017), “What the f *ck?!”

FEMINIST QUESTIONS
Although I use this admittedly “rude” question (van Herk 2016: 25) in 
part to be funny, to shock you, and to make you laugh, I also use it because 
it’s a complex and crucial feminist one. How is it that there hasn’t yet 
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What the F*ck? 5 

been a sustained scholarly consideration of the Calgary Stampede’s role 
in creating a city that, year after year, ranks as such a terrible place for 
women to live (Scott 2019)? I’m by no means the only feminist scholar 
in Calgary, and there are certainly feminists who have lived here longer 
than I and who may well have greater claims to this land, this city, this 
oddly endearing place where the Elbow River meets the Bow, than I have. 
Maybe taking on the Stampede requires an outsider who is either very 
brave or incredibly stupid. It’s very possible that I am both.

I am well aware that, as an outsider, a white settler here on the heredi-
tary homelands of the Niitsitapi (the Blackfoot Confederacy: Siksika, 
Piikani, Kainai), the Îyârhe Nakoda and Tsuut’ina Nations, and of the 
Métis Nation of Alberta, Region III, as a queer advocate of feminism, a 
white settler immigrant to Canada, a lifelong urbanite, and — perhaps 
this is the worst of all my sins — an American by birth, education, and 
socialization, I know that readers may argue, as many have done when I 
have presented parts of this work locally, that I am not the right person to 
ask any questions, let alone such a “rude” one (van Herk 2016: 25), of the 
Calgary Stampede. Once, after I’d presented an early version of Chapter 5 
at a professional conference, I was patronizingly encouraged by an older 
colleague to “keep reading, sweetheart.” I’ve been told by old-timers that 
I haven’t lived here long enough to understand the complex development 
of the Stampede and its historical importance to the city’s economy and 
civic ideology. And some have said that because I wasn’t born and bred 
in Alberta, it will be impossible for me to offer anything of value, interest, 
or relevance to discussions of the Stampede.

I heartily disagree.
Much research has been done to quantify the benefits of an outsider 

perspective. Black feminist sociologist Patricia Hill-Collins (1991) argues 
that being an “outsider within” can provide a unique standpoint from 
which to analyze the social, political, intellectual, and economic realities 
of a given context, and feminist theorist Donna Haraway (1988) advocates 
for what she terms “the privilege of partial perspective.” So, precisely 
because I am an outsider to Alberta but very much an insider to the white 
settler culture that, as I will demonstrate, Calgary’s beloved Stampede 
both draws on and reifies, I think I’m actually the perfect person to ask 
feminist questions about it.

But what does it mean to ask “feminist questions”?
Feminist questions are questions that, first, intentionally and explicitly 
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6 Stampede

locate women — whose lives, experiences, and perspectives are usually 
marginalized and devalued as a consequence of patriarchal systems and 
structures — at the centre of any analysis. Second, feminist questions 
should refuse biological essentialism; they are “questions that emerge 
from the everyday, embodied experience of those who include themselves 
in the dynamic and shifting category ‘women’” (Kern 2019: 8). To put it 
another way: in my world, and in this book, trans women are women, and 
feminist questions (and activisms and solutions) must absolutely include 
them. Third, feminist questions use gender (i.e., “the socially constructed 
roles, behaviours, activities, and attributes that pertain to and differenti-
ate between the concepts of masculinity and femininity” [Williams 2019: 
306]) as a key analytical tool to interrogate the social and cultural systems 
of power, privilege, and oppression that have served to create, maintain, 
and reproduce sexism and misogyny (Meagher 2005). These are the core 
tenets with which I began my research on this popular event that marks 
the unofficial start of summer in Calgary.

My feminist questions are also intersectional in that they incorporate a 
flexible understanding that different people experience power, privilege, 
and oppression differently and in different contexts (Cho, Crenshaw, and 
McCall 2013; Uwujaren 2015). To ask questions that centre women’s lives 
and experiences is only a start; it’s also important to ask, “Which women 
are we talking about, and how are they being affected differently by what’s 
happening?” It’s also important to ask the same questions about people 
of all genders, including men. Only then are feminist questions truly and 
thoroughly intersectional. Additionally, to ask feminist questions is all 
about advocating for social justice, about figuring out how things got to 
be the way they are so that they might be different (Enloe 2004). To ask 
feminist questions is to make the invisible visible. But in this book, it’s 
also about using my many social privileges (particularly of tenure and 
whiteness) to offer recommendations for moving beyond what is, when 
“what is” is just plain wrong.

To ask feminist questions means, too, that I realize, despite being an 
expert in my field of women’s and gender studies, that there are a great 
many things I don’t know and, as such, there always more questions to ask; 
it is to freely and humbly acknowledge that my research is always inher-
ently partial.1 And by “partial” I mean both “incomplete” and politically 
and ideologically valanced, the opposite of impartial. Indeed, as critical 
scholars such as Nancy Hartsock (2013 [1983]) and Donna Haraway 
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What the F*ck? 7 

(1988) have pointed out for some decades now, this is always the case 
for all researchers, not just those of us who explicitly study and critique 
power structures, their institutional hierarchies, and their resultant sys-
temic identity-based oppression of particular groups of people. Because 
despite what some scholars may have you believe, there is no such thing 
as disembodied objectivity. Humans are humans, and none of us can ever 
be impartial, neutral, or unbiased, because none of us — not one single 
person — is ever able to avoid being influenced by and taking on the 
beliefs of the structures and systems within which we were raised and 
continue to live and work. This inevitably is often indiscernible — even to 
ourselves, and it drives the research questions in which we are interested 
or even able to ask in the first place.

For example, as a queer woman, I can easily name So. Many. Times. 
that I’ve experienced sexism and homophobia and can thus easily recog-
nize and ask critical questions about heteropatriarchy. Indeed, it makes 
perfect sense that I began from a very early age to advocate feminism and 
then earned a PhD in women’s and gender studies. I fully admit that I’m 
a walking stereotype! But living with and learning from my genderqueer 
partner has enabled me to see the many privileges I have as a cisgender 
person in a society that relies on a socially constructed and hierarchical 
sex/gender binary. Similarly, as a white person in a white supremacist 
culture, I will not ever experience the racism that affects Black, Indigenous, 
and other people of colour (bipoc), nor can I easily recognize when I, 
myself, am enacting and/or benefiting from that racism. What I can do, 
though, is acknowledge my partial perspective. I can name it and, to para-
phrase African-American writer Maya Angelou, once I know better, I can 
try to do better. I can ask different questions. I can add and/or subtract 
methods and theories from my analytical toolkit. At the very least, I can 
be transparent about the fact that there are some things I can’t or won’t 
be able to write about and that there are some research methods that are 
beyond my scope, regardless of how many books I’ve read or classes I’ve 
taught. Feminist questions always lead to more questions! 

Ironically, that feminist scholars unabashedly own and are forthright 
about our partiality, that we explicitly situate our knowledges within our 
own perspectives and experiences, and that we are entirely disinvested 
from the myth of objectivity often means that our work is both more 
transparent and often more intellectually rigorous than research that 
claims to be “impartial” and “objective.” For sure, the political commitment 
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8 Stampede

required in the very act of asking feminist questions makes our work 
significantly more honest.

Throughout this book, then, I mobilize the approaches, perspectives, 
and methods of feminist cultural studies, in combination with critical 
masculinity studies and colonial discourse studies, to argue that the 
Calgary Stampede — as event and organization — perpetuates and sus-
tains misogyny, white supremacy, and settler colonialism, all of which I 
unpack at length in the next chapter.

Feminist Cultural Studies
This book is firmly rooted in the approaches and methods of feminist 
cultural studies, particularly feminist studies of popular culture, which 
is exactly what it sounds like: I ask feminist questions of the stuff we see, 
hear, and do all around us, every day. In this book, this includes obvious 
cultural texts, such as print advertisements and the centennial Stampede 
parade, but also what’s happening on social media, in the news, and even 
on the grounds at Stampede Park. Like Seiler and Seiler (2004: 156), I 
“[see] the institutions as well as the artifacts of popular culture as sites of 
struggle over meaning.” As part of this perspective, I conceptualize “the 
entire performative and discursive apparatus of the Calgary Stampede 
as a complex text to be read.” I also understand popular culture texts, 
such as the annual Calgary Stampede, as performative, in that they  
(re)produce that which they simultaneously define; the stories the 
Stampede constructs cannot help but correspondingly instruct (Williams 
2012). In the case of the Stampede, the pedagogical intent lies in its mission 
to “preserve and promote” the “heritage, cultures and community spirit” 
of the Canadian prairie west. But what, I can’t help but wonder, constitutes 
this heritage? Is it worthy of such venerable treatment particularly since, 
as I demonstrate in Chapter 2, (a) it emerged from settler colonialism and 
(b) the roles and experiences of women have largely been erased from 
it? And who gets to decide? In other words, what is the Stampede, as a 
performative site of public pedagogy, actually teaching us and why? This 
is one of the feminist questions I seek to answer in this book.

And because cultural texts like the annual Stampede don’t ever happen 
by accident, it’s crucial that we study them, that we take them seriously. 
As is the case for all cultural texts, the Calgary Stampede is not (as is 
often assumed) an innocent, apolitical source of entertainment; rather, 
it is (re)constructed and (re)produced each year by someone for some 
reason. As I’ll demonstrate in the chapters that follow, the Calgary 
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What the F*ck? 9 

Stampede is thus an example of what Black feminist theorist bell hooks 
terms “motivated representation[s]” that perpetuate and sustain white 
supremacist capitalist (hetero)patriarchy (Jhally 1997: 5–6). “Part of the 
power of cultural criticism, and cultural studies,” she contends, has been 
its ability to illuminate the “conscious manipulation of representations” 
being intentionally directed by a specific group of people (usually, as is 
the case with the annual Stampede, elite white cismen [van Herk 2016: 
90; Campbell 1984]) who have the power and financial means to gener-
ate and circulate cultural texts. If all this is the case (and I believe that it 
is), then it very much matters who created what was, until 2007, known 
as the Calgary Exhibition and Stampede (Foran 2008e), why, and under 
what particular set of circumstances. It also matters who’s been in charge 
of making decisions since then, because those decisions are inevitably 
influenced by who they are. I discuss this in the next chapter.

These are feminist questions.

Critical Masculinity Studies
Scholars and activists have amassed much evidence over the course of 
the past five decades that places and spaces like the city of Calgary and 
its annual Stampede, being predominately male-dominated, lead more 
often than not to heteropatriarchal attitudes fuelled by a hypermasculinity 
that makes the potential to perform violent acts against women, children, 
gender non-conforming people, and each other a constituent element of 
“manning up” (Kimmel 2009; Pascoe 2012). This conversation is part of 
the larger interdisciplinary field of critical masculinity studies, which, 
broadly speaking, examines what it means to navigate contemporary 
society as a man. Emerging from R.W. Connell’s (1987) work identifying 
a hegemonic, or normative, masculinity that exists as (a) the expected 
and valued way of being a man and, as a result, (b) requires all men to 
position themselves in relation to it, this field has its roots in feminist and 
queer theories of the social construction of gender. We must all, feminist 
scholars have shown, learn how to do our genders “properly” according 
to the binary sex/gender system that continues to insist (despite plenty of 
evidence to the contrary) that boys grow up to be men, girls grow up to 
be women, and that nothing else is possible. These lessons in gender are 
taught and reinforced over the course of our entire lives by (among other 
systems and structures) our peer groups, our family members, religious 
institutions, school curricula, and — most notably for my purposes in 
this book — popular culture texts like the Calgary Stampede.
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10 Stampede

Indeed, cultural studies scholar Tamara Seiler (2008), historian Mary-
Ellen Kelm (2009), and local writer Aritha van Herk (2016) have each 
shown how the Stampede’s version of the frontier cowboy has helped to 
both create and prescribe a particular type of masculinity here in our prov-
ince, which is these days derived in large part from rural masculinities that 
are rooted in and articulated through economic and ideological depen-
dence on the land (Ward 2013) — including what’s under it (Richards 
2019). Thus, as sociologist-turned-barrister Jonathan Hanvelt (2004: ii) 
argues, the annual Calgary Stampede is “a place where the major tenets 
of masculinity are represented, enacted, and thereby reinforced. This 
includes ideologically divided gender roles, a privileging of whiteness, 
and a compulsory heterosexuality.”

Colonial Discourse Studies
Another of my approaches in the following chapters is what feminist 
geographer and urban studies scholar Jane Jacobs terms “colonial dis-
course studies” (2002). This robust field of inquiry emerged in the 1980s 
and 1990s and owes its start to the work of postcolonial literary scholars 
Edward Said and Gayatri Spivak. Essentially, researchers working in 
this dynamic field ask, “What are the particular narratives — discourses 
— that justify and sustain colonialism?” Chief among the legitimating 
strategies of colonial projects is the use of myths and tropes: What stories 
does an empire (or, for my purposes, an organization such as the Calgary 
Stampede, as a product of that empire) tell about itself to get folks to buy 
into what it’s selling? Keeping in mind that the overarching goal of colo-
nialism is the acquisition of new geographical territories and resources 
for the colonists’ own economic gain, would-be colonizers need to make 
a case, first, for why they get to take and inhabit that land for what they 
will and, second, for how to manage and use that land once they’re there.

The case for the actions and processes of colonialism is made through 
narratives that, if they prove convincing, become governing myths or, as 
Canadian cultural studies scholar Daniel Francis (2005: 10) terms them, 
“national dreams, the master narrative which explains the culture to 
itself and seems to express its overriding purpose.” As such, those of us 
who study colonial discourses are interested in “the meaning and values 
that energize colonialism” (Jacobs 2002: 14), including how the master 
narratives, these colonial discourses, are mobilized in local contexts. So, 
in the chapters that follow, I’ll demonstrate how and why the annual 
Stampede’s white supremacy and misogyny are dishearteningly logical 
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